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MATERIALS
GNN ARTICLE

map.info/ameliaflightpath

INTERACTIVE MAP OF EARHART’S FLIGHT

AMELIA EARHART FIELD TRIP

map.info/ameliainteractive

map.info/ameliastorymap

MAPS 101 GNN ARTICLE

ANALYZING VISUALS

GIFTED AND TALENTED

Project the GNN map on the board. Then, have students take turns identifying the following locations and tracing the 

general route that Earhart took:

Read the provided Geography News Network (GNN) article on Amelia Earhart in class aloud or as homework before the lesson. Answer 

the questions at the bottom of the article in class or as a homework assignment. Alternatively, use them to jumpstart further classroom 

discussion. For further exploration, consider the following:

Oakland, California

Dakar, Senegal

San Juan, Puerto Rico

Calcutta, India

Port Darwin, Australia

Natal, Brazil

Lae, Papua New Guinea

COMPARE
Have interested students compare the GNN map to the interactive map and identify where the equator is.

IDENTIFY
Have them identify the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn.

VIEW ARTICLE ONLINE: map.info/ameliaflightpath

http://map.info/ameliaflightpath
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EXPLAINING

MAKING CONNECTIONS

Discuss what it means to circumnavigate the globe. Then, examine why it was historic for Amelia Earhart to attempt to fly 

around the globe.

Make sure students understand the limitations technology had back in 1939.

Have students think about the role women had in the culture at that time. 

Have students research to discover the greatest distance jet planes fly nonstop today. Then, have students write a paragraph 

contrasting today’s air travel with that of the 1930s.

MAPS 101 INTERACTIVE MAP

CALCULATING AND PRACTICING MAP SKILLS

COMPARING AND ANALYZING VISUALS

Click on each stop to open a text box with information. Use different points to help students practice math skills and map 

reading skills to determine which flights were the longest, shortest, and to compare selected flights. 

Point out the green flight path on the interactive map and open the accompanying text box. Have students visually compare 

that flight with Earhart’s round-the-world flight plan. 

Show the interactive map of Amelia Earhart’s flights to circumnavigate Earth on the board.

RESEARCH
Then, have them research to create a presentation on the climate of the tropics. Share their information with the class. Then, 

discuss how the climate may have benefitted (mild climate) and hurt (storms) Earhart’s travels.

ASK
Why was Earhart’s flight historic? 

ASK
How far could the plane fly with the amount of fuel it could carry?

ASK
Why is she still famous today?

VIEW MAP ONLINE: map.info/ameliainteractive

http://map.info/ameliainteractive
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MAPS 101 FIELD TRIP

USING ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

ANALYZING PRIMARY SOURCE DOCUMENTS

PURDUE UNIVERSITY

PBS VIDEO

SMITHSONIAN NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM

Have students choose one of the primary source quotes in the Amelia Earhart Field Trip. Then have them summarize or 

express the quote in their own words. Explain that she dropped off her diary before her final leg across the Pacific. This is 

why the diary was not lost with the plane.

Purdue University has an extensive collection of Amelia Earhart documents and ephemera. Have students review the site to 

learn firsthand more about this important pioneer in women’s history.

Watch a PBS video about Amelia Earhart

Find out more about Earhart from the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum.

Have students pair with on-level students or native speakers, as needed, to help with the primary source quotes. 

Then, have students write short, simple diary entries that mirror what Earhart said in her diary.

Have students review the quotes found on the website devoted to Amelia Earhart: 

https://www.ameliaearhart.com/quotes/ 

Then have them choose their favorite quote and explain why.

Project the Amelia Earhart Field Trip on the board, or group students according to available technology in the classroom to play through 

the field trip.

VIEW MAP ONLINE: map.info/ameliastorymap 

LINK: http://collections.lib.purdue.edu/aearhart/?_ga=2.101904264.802512450.1578947559-1503137810.1578947559

LINK: https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/earhart-chapter-1/

LINK: https://pioneersofflight.si.edu/content/amelia-earhart-0

GIFTED AND TALENTED

APPROACHING LEVEL/ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS

http://map.info/ameliastorymap
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